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1 Introduction
By the early 2000s, many countries had adopted a well-defined central bank framework in which the central bank was independent and accountable for achieving
monetary policy goals, while its traditional responsibilities for pursuing financial
stability had become less important. Essentially, central banks were designed as
monetary policy actors. The economic rationale was well-known, and the theoretical
bottom line can be summarized as follows: for various reasons, policymakers tend
to adopt a short-term perspective when using monetary tools. They use these tools
to smooth out macroeconomic shocks and to exploit the trade-offs between real
gains and nominal costs. However, the more markets are efficient and rational, the
greater the risk that short-sighted monetary policy will generate negative macro
economic distortions. Therefore, banning the use of monetary policy for myopic
purposes became a social goal and the institutional setting gained momentum, with
the aim of separating the central bank from the government and from all fiscal and
banking responsibilities.
The fundamental effect was that the supervisory role of central banks generally
decreased. However, following the 2008-2009 Global Financial Crisis (GFC), central
banks in many countries again became involved in supervision, suggesting a sort of
“Great Reversal” towards prudential supervision in the hands of central banks.
The GFC highlighted the need for financial stability. In numerous countries,
reforms of financial regulations were motivated by the fact that a focus solely on
monetary stability and microprudential supervision (i.e., the stability of individual
institutions and markets) could not guarantee the safety and soundness of the financial
sector.
How can the role played by central banks in financial stability be explained?
From the perspective of traditional economics, the extension of central bank influence
into this field has both pros and cons. In other words, this perspective does not
provide a clear answer as to whether assigning a supervisory role to central banks or
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other independent institutions is socially optimal. Two conflicting views can be
found regarding the merging of monetary and supervisory functions within the
central bank: the integration view and the separation view.1 The integration view
underscores the informational advantages and economies of scale derived from
bringing all functions under the authority of the central bank. In contrast, the
separation argument suggests a higher risk of policy failure if central banks have
supervisory responsibilities, as financial stability concerns might reduce the effectiveness of monetary policy action. The extant empirical research on the relative merits
of putting banking sector supervision in the hands of central banks provides mixed
results.
Therefore, policymakers must address a series of possible trade-offs between
the expected benefits and costs of allowing the monetary authority to have more or
less influence on macroprudential strategies. Consequently, the political economy
perspective becomes relevant, as arguments supporting either the integration view
or the separation view can be more or less important in the minds of those who
design and implement the supervisory regime. In other words, we have to focus on
the agent responsible for the institutional setting – the policymaker. Consequently,
the question that arises is genuinely empirical: Is it possible to identify common
drivers that explain political choices concerning central bank involvement in supervision?
The aim of this article is to illustrate how empirical analyses can shed light on
the political drivers that might explain the central bank’s involvement as a super
visor. To do so, this paper examines two cases. The article proceeds as follows.
Section 2 illustrates the theoretical background. Section 3 highlights the empirical
drivers that may explain central bank involvement in the macroprudential perimeter
using a cross-country analysis. Section 4 adds a temporal dimension and discusses
the possible role of financial crises. Section 5 concludes.

2 Central banks as macroprudential supervisors:
A political economy perspective
The political economy framework is based on two key assumptions. First, the gains
and losses of a given central bank setting are variables computed by the incumbent
policymaker, who maintains or reforms the supervisory regime based on his or her
own preferences. Second, policymakers are politicians and, as such, voters hold
them accountable during elections. All politicians are career-oriented agents motivated by the goal of pleasing voters in order to win elections. The main differences
among various types of politicians stem from differences in the segments of the
electorate they wish to please.
1
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Let us describe the delegation framework between society and policymakers2.
The society cares about the effectiveness of the central bank involvement in macro
prudential supervision (CBIS) according to a classic well-behaved concave function
= (Ω) in which social welfare increases with Ω , which is the CBIS optimal
level. The social function takes into account all the economic gains and losses of a
given macroprudential regime, including the role that has to be assigned to the central
bank, which has been summarized in the above-mentioned debate (integration vs
separation). Finding the optimal CBIS level is not a trivial task, given that both
social benefits and costs must be weighted. Linear preferences are used:

(Ω) = Ω.

(1)

The policymaker’s reward is based on how she carries out her job. Our policymaker
is a politician: we assume that the policymaker wishes to please the citizens. Alternatively, we could also assume that the policymaker aims to please specific constituencies (e.g. the lobbies). Nevertheless, we adopt the helping hand view of the
policymaker’s type - she wishes to please citizens rather than a particular constituency
or lobby (grabbing hand view). This assumption allows us to show the conditions
under which the final regime – the actual level of Ω – can be different from the
social optimal one despite the policymaker’s desire to please the citizens.
The level of Ω is determined by the policymaker’s ability, Φ, and by her effort, a :

Ω=

+

. (2)

The sequence of events is as follows: a) society chooses to delegate the task of
designing the CBIS regime to the policymaker; b) the policymaker chooses her
effort, a , before knowing her ability , Φ , with regard to implementing this particular
task (building up a CBIS regime is not a usual task); the policymaker establishes
the regime, thereby revealing her ability, and d) citizens observe the regime but not
the relationship between effort and ability, as they cannot distinguish innate talent
from contingent effort. They then reward the policymaker.
The policymaker’s utility function, denoted by = ( , ) , is defined as:

= ( ) − ( ),

(3)

where ( ) is the reward function and ( ) is the cost function. Intuitively, the
policymaker evaluates any decision against the status quo. The policymaker evaluates
every task assignment while taking the political rewards and costs of doing so into
account. Let us describe the three crucial features of the policymaker:
i)	Ability: The ability of the policymaker is a random variable with a normal
distribution, where we denote the mean by Φ ;
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ii)	Political reward: The incumbent policymaker wishes to be re-elected. The
policymaker therefore needs to provide the majority of voters with enough
utility. As such, her utility function is associated with the social welfare
function = (Ω)..
In general, the policymaker wishes to please voters and her goal is the alignment
of her interest with those of the citizens. Each delegated task (i.e. each specific
alignment) can be more or less convenient in terms of political gains from the
policymaker’s point of view. We denote the political value she assigns to fulfil the
≤ 1. Therefore:
specific task of monetary regime designing - by , with 0 ≤
.

( )=

(4)

The alignment of incentives between the policymaker and the citizens is a necessary
and sufficient condition for finding the policymaker’s optimal behavior. The political
≠ 1 . One more step is
reward is different from the social reward as long as
necessary to find the effective political reward. The reward will be useful if the
citizens’ utility exceeds the minimum threshold of utility that they expect from
an incumbent policymaker. This is the political competition condition. Citizens
compare the policymaker’s performance with the expected performance of other
politicians. The political competition condition can be defined as follows:

=

(

≥

)..(5)

The usefulness of the political reward will depend on this condition.
iii)	Political costs: The policymaker takes into account also the political costs of
such specific task. The policymaker knows that a higher CBIS level implies
a more powerful central bank. The political role of the central bank as an
independent authority gains momentum. A leading role of the central bank as
macro-supervisor is likely to increase its overall powers, and the politicians
can fear to create an overly powerful independent bureaucracy. From the
policymaker’s point of view, the political costs of establishing a given level
of CBIS depends on her expectations of facing a too powerful central bank
(conflict events). Therefore, the policymaker’s cost function can assume the
following specification:
2
] 2 ,(6)
( )=
=[ +
] ≤ 1 represents the probability that a conflict
Where 0 ≤ [
0 ≤ [event ]occurs.
≤1
A two-step process is required to establish the CBIS regime. First, the policymaker
defines her optimal effort. Second, the citizens evaluated the CBIS level, and the
final political reward can be calculated. It follows that the policymaker maximizes
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social welfare net of costs of executing the task and taking into accounting her
political reward:

= ( )− ( )=

−

(

)=

(

From the first-order condition, the optimal effort will be:
∂
∂

=

−2

which implies that:

+ Φ) −

2

(7)

= 0,,
=2

.(8)

Given the above-mentioned political competition condition (5), the CBIS equilibrium
level will be determined by the lawmaker’s ability and effort:

Ω =

+Φ =

2

+ Φ .(9)

Given the ability, the shape of the macroprudential setting will depend on the political
preferences. On one hand, the CBIS level depends on the extent to which it is
politically relevant for the policymaker to build up supervisory institutions that
please the society. In other words, the policymaker’s perception of the relevance of
the supervisory setting matters. On the other hand, the policymaker takes into
account her own political costs of having an even more powerful central bank.
can easily be used to show the conditions under
Notably, the parameter
which the actual CBIS level can differ from the socially optimal level. In fact, we can
assume that the citizens also recognize the need to avoid a too powerful bureaucracy
inside the institutional setting. We can proxy such social sensibility assuming that
the corresponding value of the parameter is different from zero. Therefore, it will
be generally true that:
If

≠

then Ω ≠ Ω .(10)

Consequently, we find that exploring the policymaker’s preferences can be essential
for understanding how the prudential institutions are designed.

3 Politicians, central banks and macroprudential g overnance
Is it possible to identify common drivers that explain political decisions regarding
central bank involvement in macroprudential governance? In a recent econometric
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cross-sectional analysis of the determinants of central bank involvement in this
area, Masciandaro and Volpicella (2016) test different assumptions made in the
theoretical and institutional literature. In general, the empirical results indicate that
a) central banks acting as micro-supervisors of the banking industry are more likely to
be given more macroprudential powers, b) higher central bank political independence
is associated with lower involvement in macroprudential supervision and c) central
banks pursuing specific price stability objectives are more likely to be endowed
with macro-supervisory responsibilities. These results can be interpreted using a
political economy perspective.
The political economy perspective differs from the extant literature in two main
respects. First, while interactions between macroprudential policies and monetary
policies have been studied, no research has examined the drivers of governance
arrangements. Second, this perspective enriches research focusing on the effects of
statutory central bank independence (CBI). Since it emerged in the 1990s, CBI has
been viewed as a major determinant of macroeconomic performance. In this paper,
the broader picture is enriched by exploring the relationship between CBI and an
important institutional feature – macroprudential supervision. The results suggest
that CBI is relevant not only owing to its beneficial effects on macroeconomic
variables but also because it influences policymakers’ decisions.
The empirical analysis is based on data available in 2013 covering 31 countries
that are heterogeneous in terms of their institutional frameworks and stages of economic development. In order to shed light on the drivers that influence the development of macroprudential settings, qualitative information must first be transformed
into quantitative variables. Two main indicators can be used to measure the key
features of the central bank’s role in financial supervision. The central bank’s involvement in macroprudential supervision is our dependent variable in the econometric
tests, while the central bank’s role as a micro-supervisor serves as a proxy for its
role as the leading authority in microprudential supervision, as discussed above.
The macroprudential index3 (MAPP) was used to measure central bank involvement in macroprudential supervision and the CBBA index4 was applied to measure
central bank involvement in microprudential supervision of the banking industry.
The latter index is a dummy variable that takes a value of one if the central bank is
the main banking supervisory authority, and zero otherwise. In addition, I use an
index of involvement for central banks’ microprudential supervision of the financial
system as a whole (i.e., banking, securities and insurance). To do so, I adopt a two-step
procedure that starts from the Financial Supervision Herfindahl Hirschman (FSHH)
Index. The FSHH measures the extent to which supervisory powers are consolidated

3
4

Lim et al. (2013).
Masciandaro and Volpicella (2016). See also Masciandaro (2019).
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using the classical index proposed by Herfindahl and Hirschman.5 In the second
stage, the methodology can be used to build an index of central bank involvement in
microprudential supervision: the Central Bank Supervisor Share (CBSS) Index.6 As
a result, we have two alternative indexes that measure the impact of the central
bank’s role as micro-supervisor. The expected sign of both variables is undetermined:
higher levels of either the CBBA or the CBSS are likely to be associated with higher
MAPP levels if the information-gain effect prevails. The opposite is true if the
capture-risk effect dominates.
In addition, it is necessary to measure two potential shortcomings that politicians
may associate with deep central bank involvement in macroprudential supervision:
too much bureaucratic independence in the institutional setting and excessive discretion in defining monetary policy. A proxy for CBI with respect to the monetary
policy function can be found in the extant literature. Acknowledging that de facto
independence can sometimes lead to a different framework than de jure independence – especially in emerging and developing countries7 – our analysis focuses on
the legal features of independence. This choice is justified by the fact that CBI cannot
be ensured without proper legal provisions.
In terms of determining the most relevant index for capturing either the political
or operational dimensions of CBI among those proposed in the literature,8 this study
uses the GMT index9 mainly owing to its robustness. In fact, the literature on CBI
generally uses two different strategies to capture the degree of CBI: a) indices based
on central bank legislation (de jure) or b) indices on the turnover rate of central
bank governors (de facto).
De jure indices are more likely to capture the extent of CBI for several reasons.
First, turnover rates relate the independence of central banks to the autonomy of
their governors. While extensively used, this approach has been shown to be less
robust in empirical estimations than the GMT index of legal independence. Second,
the legal measures associated with CBI are more likely to reflect the true relationships
among the central bank, the policymakers and the bankers, especially in countries
where the rule of law is strongly embedded in the political culture, as in many developed economies.10 Third, it is currently most relevant to capture changes in the
extent of CBI after 2008. Given that many post-crisis reforms revolved around

5
6
7
8
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Masciandaro and Quintyn (2011).
Masciandaro and Quintyn (2011).
Cukierman (2008).
For surveys, see Alesina and Stella (2010), Reis (2013), Masciandaro and Romelli (2015),
and de Haan and Eijffinger (2016).
Grilli et al. (1991) developed the index, which was updated by Arnone et al. (2009).
de Haan et al. (2008).
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c entral bank involvement in supervision, it is more efficient to restrict our attention
to de jure indices that can capture such changes.11
Given this overall setting, we can frame the results regarding the drivers of
central bank involvement in macroprudential supervision. The empirical results
show that: a) central banks acting as micro-supervisors of the banking industry are
more likely to be given more extensive macroprudential powers, b) higher central
bank political independence is associated with lower involvement in macroprudential
supervision and c) central banks pursuing specific price stability objectives are
more likely to be endowed with macro-supervisory responsibilities.
What is the political economy interpretation of these results? First, the empirical
analysis suggests that the central bank’s role as a micro-supervisor of the banking
industry can be a key driver of its macroprudential involvement. In other words,
micro-supervisory powers serve as a proxy for the information advantages available
to the central bank and politicians seem to appreciate this feature, with the argument
that goes as follows: the central bank can do effectively her role as macro-supervisor
if she is also responsible for the supervision of the institutions that make up the
banking system. Second, from the politicians’ perspective, greater central bank
independence, which increases the risk of an overly powerful monetary authority,
seems to imply fewer macro-supervisory powers. However, it is worth noting that
the potential risks of having too much power in the hands of unelected central
banker when independence is combined with supervisory involvement could be
addressed – at least theoretically - with a proper accountability design.
Finally, rule-based monetary policy focused on inflation targeting, which reduces
the central bank’s discretion, weakly increases the odds of a central bank being
involved in macroprudential supervision. Politicians seem to dislike situations in
which central bankers have too much discretion. At the same time, regarding the
potential goal conflicts - inflation targeting versus banking stability – that may
arise, it is worth recalling that such conflicts can arise in any institutional structure
and – if we assume that the probability of conflict is exogenous – the issue becomes
whether it is more efficient to resolve these conflicts internally within the central
bank or between agencies if a different agency is responsible for bank supervision.
All in all, politicians appear to be wary of placing too much power in the hands
of independent and/or discretionary central banks, although it is worth noting that
independence seems to be the more relevant characteristic.
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4 Politicians and supervisory central banks:
Do crises matter?
The stability and generalizability of the above-mentioned results regarding politicians’ incentives must be checked in future research. At the same time, other assumptions regarding what drives politicians to modify supervisory architectures
over time should be tested in the field of macroprudential supervision. Recently,
Masciandaro and Romelli (2018a) undertook an empirical analysis of 105 countries
over the period 1996 to 2013. Their results suggest the existence of two main drivers
of reforms. First, systemic banking crises significantly increase the probability that
a country will change its supervisory structure. Second, an equally important
“bandwagon” effect seems to matter – countries are more likely to change their supervisory architectures when the share of countries undertaking reforms around the
world or on the same continent is high.
In their empirical analysis, the dependent variable is CBISit, which measures
the degree of central bank involvement in supervision in country i in year t. Given
the discrete, ordinal nature of the index, the baseline estimation uses an ordered probit model, which allows for multiple discrete outcomes to be ranked. The objects of
interest are the determinants of the financial supervision architecture and, in particular, the question of whether financial crises and central bank design play an important role in influencing central bank involvement in supervision.
Masciandaro and Romelli’s (2018a) results show that the number of financial
crises previously experienced by a country positively influences the incentives to
increase central bank involvement in supervision. Moreover, they show a negative
effect of independence on the degree of central bank involvement in financial supervision. These findings further support the idea that the greater the independence of
the supervisor, the greater the fear of powerful institutions or bureaucratic misconduct. This suggests that in countries characterized by more independent central
banks, politicians are less likely to put financial sector supervision in the central
bank’s hands, as they fear the creation of a super-powerful bureaucratic institution.
It is also possible to analyze the extent of central bank involvement in macroprudential policy. In fact, it has been suggested12 that supervision reforms are more important in countries undertaking macroprudential policies. Hence, we might expect
countries in which central banks are more involved in macroprudential policies to
also have central banks with greater overall supervisory powers. The positive and
statistically significant coefficient provides strong support for this argument.
Among the other explanatory variables, the negative sign for the civil law dummy
and the country’s latitude signal that countries with a civil legal system and coun12
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tries characterized by higher latitudes tend to have financial services supervision
responsibilities outside the central bank.
All in all, we find evidence that the extent to which supervision is concentrated
in the hands of the central bank is influenced by a cumulative index of past financial
crises, the degree of CBI, real GDP per capita, openness and financial sector development. The positive relationship between the number of previous financial crises
and the CBIS index suggests that countries that experienced more financial turmoil
in the past two decades are more likely to put their supervisory architecture in the
hands of the central bank.

5 Conclusion
Since the GFC, financial stability has been a general priority. When thinking about
ways to prevent financial disasters in the future, it has been natural to reconsider the
relationship between central banks and financial stability. Some researchers claim13
that central bank independence, inflation targeting, and financial stability represent
the major changes in the monetary policy landscape in recent decades.
The crucial point is that traditional economics offers two main and contradictory results that can be summarized as opposing answers to the following question:
Given two policies – monetary policy and macroprudential policy – with their own
macro goals, what is the optimal degree of involvement for the monetary agent (i.e.
the central bank) in supervisory responsibilities? Thus far, two answers have been
offered: the integration view and the separation view.
This article highlighted the potential usefulness of adding another perspective:
the political economy view. The political economy view is based on the fact that the
player who decides to maintain or reform a supervisory regime is the politician in
charge. This politician follows his or her own preferences when weighing the arguments of the integration and separation views. In this perspective, the central bank’s
involvement in supervision is an endogenous variable. In other words, the optimal
institutional setting does not exist per se. Moreover, the central bank’s involvement
is likely to change over time based on political preferences favoring the delegation
of more (or less) supervisory power to the monetary authority. Today, this consideration deserves even more attention given the role of a “special” kind of politician –
the populists. Populist policies revolve around presenting solutions that are welfare
enhancing in the short run for a majority of the population but costly in the long run
for the overall population. Given this definition, the narratives of central bankers
seem to highlight them as a natural target for populist policies. Some researchers
have argued that the rise of populism may negatively affect the consensus in favor of
13
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CBI evident from the late 1980s until the GFC.14 The same arguments could be
tested when exploring the role of central banks as supervisors.
In addition, politicians are generally viewed as “Econs” – rational players in the
sense of the traditional economic mainstream. Future research could explore the behavioral perspective and investigate the consequences of the fact that politicians are
“humans”, as behavioral biases might distort their decisions. In general, politicians
are subject to the same sources of behavioral bias that all individuals face. In the
presence of behavioral biases, the outcomes of different information sets and/or
governance rules can differ. At the same time, governance rules are based on the
assumptions that central bankers are bureaucrats and that bureaucrats are rational
players. Recent research15 has shown how the perspectives associated with modern
economics, political economy and behavioral economics can serve as fruitful and
complementary tools when analyzing the design and implementation of monetary
policy.
Finally, while we have highlighted possible political determinants of the supervision setting, we have not discussed whether a different degree of central bank involvement in supervision might influence the stability or efficiency of the financial
sector. Notably, economic and econometric analyses of the relative merits of assigning the central bank a leading role in macroprudential governance are rare.16 More
generally, future research could be directed towards understanding the macroeconomic effects of alternative institutional architectures of the central bank’s supervisory role.17
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